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ABSTRACT:
The topicality of investigating the issue is attributed to the growth of competition in all markets under conditions of globalization, the development of large structures on the market, the lack of highly qualified personnel. The purpose of the article is to uncover motivational processes that ensure the effective work of personnel at Russian enterprises in various fields. It is concluded that the mechanism of motivation used in a particular enterprise depends on certain factors, both external and internal.
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1. Introduction
Sustainable business development currently involves, among other things, the use of an effective system of personnel motivation as one of the important elements of enterprise personnel management. As an end result the motivation implies the growth in the productivity of the labor force through tangible and intangible incentives provided to employees by company management. Therefore, the formation of an effective motivational mechanism for employees, which will make it possible to achieve the company's main goals in business, primarily profit growth, becomes an important task of the management (Vesnin, 2015).

The main element in the functioning of any company is its employees. Employees (salaried employees and management) is the factor of production "labor", which works in business along with "land" and "capital" – the other two factors. The end result of activity, the achievement of organizational goals, objectives, and plans depends largely on the level and effectiveness of human resources (Jide, 2010; Hontsa, 2014).

As for the concept of motivation, for the first time the motivation was taken from the Latin word "move". Motivation is the cause of behavior (Isahrabiu, 2018). A person's motivation, conscious or unconscious, derives from his needs. Therefore, when determining motivation, it can be stated...
that motivation or need is an internal state, lack or deprivation that causes a person to do something. Another author defines motivation as the desire to make significant efforts to achieve the goals of the organization so that these efforts are aimed at meeting some personal needs (Robbins, 2000).

Motivation is a chain process that begins with a sense of need, lack or deprivation. It is accompanied by desire and leads to tension and action to the goal, the result of which is behavior of movement to the goal. The continuity of this process can lead to the satisfaction of needs. Therefore, motivation encourages and persuades people to do something. However, motivation reflects a common desire. The position of punishment and encouragement as strong motivation is clear in all studies (Wanjau and Kyongo, 2013). In this regard, the material component – money is considered as a tool of remuneration, but this is not the only motivational factor.

Using a standard method of personnel motivation, as a fixed salary, a manager cannot interest an employee to work effectively for greater efficiency. It is necessary to use several motivational factors (after all, a person has many needs and they are not always limited to material remuneration). An ineffective system of motivation leads only to temporary success, within the framework of the perspective given the high level of competition, an ineffective system of motivation leads to a loss in the form of turnover of highly qualified personnel due to the weak relationship between the interests of the company and its employees and socio-psychological tensions within the company (Ghanbarpour and Najmolhoda, 2013). The main task of effective personnel motivation. Development and implementation of such a system that will interest every employee, regardless of his place in the hierarchical structure, to obtain a high personal result, which will naturally contribute to improving the performance of the company as a whole. There is no ideal motivation system at the present stage, a set of motivational tools used in the activities of companies often do not meet market requirements, all this requires the introduction of a more effective set of tools that form the system of personnel motivation in the company, alternative to the existing one.

Senior managers, often result-oriented, know that motivation with using an effective social package for employees is an indisputable element in attracting and maintaining the required level of human resources and in achieving the desired level of productivity necessary for the success of the organization. Based on the above, at the present stage of the country’s development, the problem of personnel motivation acquires a very serious importance. Various aspects of this process are considered by many authors.

Problem of improving a motivational mechanism in Russian enterprises is raised by such authors as: E.A. Kolesnichenko (Kolesnichenko et al., 2017), M.V. Bespalov, I.Y. Radyukova, in their article the authors consider motivation as a function of personnel management.

The work of S.V. Ilchenko, E.V. Pavlova (Ilchenko and Pavlova, 2018) reviews the main elements of the motivation process and makes a bias towards the need to develop the components of the motivational mechanism.

Perhaps, at the present stage of development, there is an urgent need to consider personnel motivation, as a whole, taking into account basic theories of motivation, understanding of the term, basic methods and tools of motivation, as well as foreign experience in terms of existing models and their application depending on the industry, production processes at enterprise.

The theoretical significance of the study lies in complexity of the study of personnel motivation of in organization taking into account all the incoming elements.

Practical significance lies in the fact that the problem of personnel motivation at the present stage, in a rapidly changing external environment, determines the development of an existing one or the development of a new motivation mechanism for each enterprise depending on the direction of its activities and processes carried out. With this in mind, a practical study was conducted in a form of questioning, processing of questionnaires and summarizing the results, which is presented in the article.

2. Literature review

The problem of personnel motivation raised by many authors, well-known economists. It should be noted. that in development of the theory of motivation a significant contribution was made by such authors as: F. Teolor, A. Foyol, G. Lawrence, P. Drucker (2003), H. Ford and others. With study of personnel motivation systems, evaluation of the effectiveness has been working such authors as: F. Herzberg, L. Porter, E. Lawler, S. Adams, and other authors. The study of issues related to improving efficiency of labor, means of motivation, both tangible and intangible, was
Table 1
Basic theories of personnel motivation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motivation theories</th>
<th>Main provisions</th>
<th>Restrictions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>High motivation involves rationing and labor organization, formation of uniform conditions of motivation, piecework wages.</td>
<td>The basis is a material reward. Internal motivation is not taken into account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.U. Teolor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Lowrence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Ford</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaningful: Theory of needs hierarchy</td>
<td>Maslow’s theory of needs hierarchy argues that what motivates a person to perform certain functions or behave in a certain way is to satisfy some internal needs. These are physiological needs (food, air, sex, etc.), needs for security, and needs for social belonging, self-esteem and self-realization. According to him, these needs dominate in the conscious behavior of individuals at different stages of life, starting with the most basic. As soon as the first or immediate needs are met, they cease to dominate and give way to next needs in the hierarchy.</td>
<td>Unclear designation of criteria for changing actualized needs; needs are not interchangeable, one cannot compensate the other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Maslow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory of two groups</td>
<td>Some factors in an organization are not necessarily motivators, but rather hygienic factors. By hygienic factors the author implies a salary increase, technical supervision, human relations, politics and administration of a company or organization; working conditions or physical environment and work safety. According to him, what really motivates an employee is his promotion in workplace, the trust placed in him by the management, making him responsible for the work, or putting some employees in his care.</td>
<td>By studying a problem area survey was based on a specific category of personnel, the main point being to obtain a subjective assessment of bright events that were remembered in this workplace. In this situation, it is impossible to talk about the validity of claim that motivators can lead to growth of job satisfaction for any group of workers. The level of optimal satisfaction of needs is also unjustified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Herzberg (Theory X and Y Motivation)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGregor (1985) also developed what he called the theory of motivation “X” and “Y”</td>
<td>Theory X says that a person is by nature lazy, idle, self-centered, and different from organization. On the other hand, the theory of “Y” says that a person is not lazy and not idle, that all that is needed for an organization is to create a conductive atmosphere for work, and work will be as natural for him as a game or a rest.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-factor model</td>
<td>Three factors (achievement, complicity, dominion) affect human behavior. Needs have varying degrees of manifestation.</td>
<td>Lack of analysis of relationship and interaction needs of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. McCleland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedural theory L. Porter E. Lawler</td>
<td>The theory relies on description of the model based on five variables: effort, perception, results obtained, remuneration, degree of satisfaction.</td>
<td>There is no clear priority. The main focus is problem of waiting, the fairness of remuneration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice theory J.S. Adams (1963)</td>
<td>The ratio of remuneration and effort, the ratio of the remuneration of others (with similar work).</td>
<td>It may be noted that factors are limited; the predictability of the situation of injustice is insufficient (Adams, 1963).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The importance of personnel motivation problem characterizes a large number of studies, in this direction can be noted such authors as: A. Kibanov (2014), A. Kolota, S. Bandura, V. Zhigalov, N. Martynenko and many other authors. At the same time, the economic literature does not provide a holistic understanding of the nature of motivating employee process, the peculiarities of forming the employee’s responsibility for the work he did, the formation of methods of motivation and methods of motivation (Sotnikova, 2003). Many scientists have proved the need for personnel motivation in the organization, but a unified approach has been developed and there was no universal approach applicable at any enterprise. Table 2 presents interpretation of "personnel motivation” concept by various authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Meaning of concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N.V. Dikan (2008)</td>
<td>He considers motivation as willingness of people to do everything possible to achieve organizational goals and to meet specific individual needs thanks to the ability of these efforts. The introduction of three key concepts (effort, organizational goals, and individual needs) is connected with this interpretation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kibanov A.Y. (2014)</td>
<td>Motivation is the promotion of certain human behavior due to tension between needs and ability to meet them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Dryakhlov and E. Kupriyanov (2009)</td>
<td>These scientists interpret motivation as a motivation of people to active functioning: process of a person’s conscious choice of a certain line of behavior based on internal and external factors or, in other words, on motives and incentives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zalutskaya N.S.</td>
<td>Motivation is presented as an aggregate of driving forces, both internal and external, encouraging to act, defining behavior and giving direction to activities, defining forms of activity, orienting to achieve goals, both personal and organizational (Zalutskaya, 2015).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titova S.V.</td>
<td>She considers motivation as a process associated with the selection and justification of the method of human participation at an organization (Titova, 2016).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turchin D.M, Tsyrikova N.P.</td>
<td>They consider motivation as a process affecting environmental factors, both production and social, under the influence of these factors, changes in human behavior occur, as well as the achievement of certain goals related to the improvement of production management mechanism and production process itself (Turchina and Tsyrikova, 2017).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khagur F.R.</td>
<td>Motivation is presented as a set of reasons that encourage targeted action. It is also possible to call motivation an internal state that encourages, guides and preserves the desire of a person to achieve goals (Khagur, 2016).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, it is necessary to note the complexity and diversity of the motivation concept requiring a comprehensive study of the issue. Similarly, this notion is represented by various concepts: a set of motives, a set of objective and subjective factors, a process of stimulation, internal and external driving forces, and much more (Kolesnichenko et al., 2018; Bezpalov, 2014).

Motivation can be presented as the main function of any administrator (manager), exactly this function helps to affect staff and its behavior at a company. The main elements of the motivation process should include: objects of motivation, subjects, external motivators, as well as a system of social factors (Ilchenko et al., 2015).

Objectives of motivation can be divided depending on the object: goals set by the employee; goals set by the organization. If we consider the latter, the main goal of motivation is to create a set of conditions that encourage employees to take actions, the main focus of which is maximum effect.
From the point of view of the employee of the enterprise, the main goal of motivation is to provide for their personal needs. Accordingly, in the personnel motivation system, each of the parties has an interest in achieving personal goals (Ilchenko, 2017).

Main tasks of personnel motivation:

- to build understanding of motivation, understanding of the essence of motivation in the labor process among employees of an enterprise;
- to train personnel (as well as managerial stuff) on the basics of behavior within an organization, primarily the psychological basics;
- to form a democratic approach to management among managers through the use of modern methods in the process of motivation.

The main functions of personnel motivation can include:

- incitement to action (development of incentives that have a specific direction for personnel to perform tasks that are necessary to fulfill the objectives of the enterprise with the most positive effect);
- activity direction (activity direction of employees into a certain "channel" by means of competent distribution of duties);
- control of activities of workers (the need associated with the possible commission of erroneous actions in the process of activities, also allowing to reorient employees in the absence of the expected result from the developed strategy);
- maintaining behavior (possibly reducing the influence of stimulus when one or another goal is achieved, in order to avoid this moment, it is necessary to ensure the chosen order of motivation).

The following key factors of motivation presented by T.A Filippova can be identified (Filippova, 2017):

- direct motivation – material, moral and psychological proposals for the staff, the main purpose of which is responsive activity, respectively, the main goal of motivation in this context is the planned result.
- indirect motivation – the main goal of this type of motivation is to change the conditions and circumstances relating to the labor process in order to influence the result of labor, both individually and collectively as a whole. In the framework of this type of motivation are used: improving working conditions, delegation of authority, professional development, as well as other motivators.

The system of personnel motivation is formed by various methods, the choice of which by the organization is carried out independently (Borscheva and Ilchenko, 2017). The main methods that have an enlarged composition of the tools include:

- material methods;
- organizational;
- moral and psychological.

The most common method is the material one represented by a variety of tools, the use of which in an organization can be carried out both in aggregate and separately. In this situation, we can talk about the following tools:

- personal allowances (they are mainly paid to official salaries);
- incentive payments;
- compensation payments;
- one-time awards;
- systems of benefits and compensation (in this situation, at the level of some enterprises, we can talk about the social package);
- it is also possible to use other tools.

A fair level of material remuneration is a motivational factor for the initiative of employees while forming the commitment of this organization. It is also an attractive factor for new employees. Using the material method and tools of motivation will enable the company to achieve its goals and lead to the expansion of its capabilities.

It is also possible to use organizational methods for motivating the personnel of the enterprise, the main direction of which is to provide comfortable working conditions. In this situation, we can talk about the use of such tools as (Surat, 2015):
participation in affairs of the enterprise;
training at expense of the organization;
involving in the implementation of important strategic projects;
individual work schedule;
admission to the personnel reserve and so on.

The moral and psychological method of motivating employees is the least expensive method compared to others, represented by such tools as:

- publication of articles on employee merit (organization's website, local media);
- atmosphere of mutual respect;
- professional pride;
- rewarding in the form of letters and commendations, including public ones;
- all sorts of rewards;
- "honors board" (reflection of merits);
- valuable prizes and more.

This method of personnel motivation can also be attributed to the effective with the proper use of tools and the identification of core values and staff needs of enterprise (Surat, 2015). Methods of motivation, namely the tools used in the framework of methods of motivation, can also be classified as positive and constraining. The positive ones were considered earlier; the following tools can be considered as constraints:

- warning in connection with incompetent performance of an employee to the position held;
- preventive conversation;
- reprimand (orally);
- reprimand (in writing – letter of comment);
- dismissal (using negative employee characteristics).

At the present stage, as well as before, both positive and deterrent tools are mainly used in order to prevent negative situations in the process of an enterprise's activity. They are often called leverage in terms of staff motivation. The use of certain levers of influence is determined by the management of enterprise and is legally confirmed (Labour Code of RF, etc.) (Surat, 2015). It is possible to designate in the form of a scheme the main levers of influence (tools) according to a more detailed classification, with the main tools used (Figure 1).

![Figure 1](image)

Source: compiled by the author on the basis of materials (Zotkina et al., 2017)
Foreign experience is a quite interesting point in the study of personnel motivation is. At the present stage, within the framework of the active process of using European standards, many domestic organizations often form the basis for development of personnel motivation system to use successful foreign experience without taking into account the difficulty of not understanding features of the model and the need to adapt it for a particular enterprise. In this situation, there is a need to study and systematize the main aspects of personnel motivation in world practice (Table 3).

In this regard, it is very important to study and systematize the main aspects of the world practice of motivation and stimulation of labor activity.

### Table 3

The main foreign models of personnel motivation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>General characteristics of the motivation system</th>
<th>The main factors of motivation</th>
<th>Distinctive features of work motivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>The outpacing rates of productivity growth relative to the growth rates of living standards and wages.</td>
<td>The main factors can include: seniority, age, labor productivity; professional skill.</td>
<td>Distinctive features are the system of life-long employment (but in this situation, workers can be transferred to another position as horizontally and vertically too).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>The very foundation is material methods of motivation. Entrepreneurial activity is encouraged.</td>
<td>Among other main factors the following can be listed: high qualification, entrepreneurial activity, quality of work.</td>
<td>Distinctive features are: wages (piecework and time-based); awards for trouble-free operation, long-term operation of equipment and tools; adherence to technological discipline; double betting system; profit sharing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Economic tools are widely used (including strategic planning in market mechanisms, promoting competition, flexible taxation).</td>
<td>The following can be considered as key factors: high qualification; innovation proposals (quantity); quality of work; mobilization opportunities.</td>
<td>Distinctive features are: a ball estimation of work (professional skill, quality, productivity); additional rewards; individual payment; initiative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain</td>
<td>Modification of the wage system depending on profit.</td>
<td>Main factor can be income.</td>
<td>Distinctive features are: labor participation; equity participation; profit sharing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>A human is a free person who is aware of his social responsibility.</td>
<td>Main factor can be quality.</td>
<td>Distinctive features are: availability of social guarantees and labor incentive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Strong social policy aimed at reducing property inequality.</td>
<td>Main factor can be solidary wage</td>
<td>Distinctive features are: presence of a strong social policy; differentiation of the system of taxes and benefits.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: compiled by the author on the basis of materials (Gurova, 2017)

Within the framework of the information presented in the table regarding the models of personnel motivation, it can be noted that the Japanese model is considered the most flexible of all the other systems. However, its existence is built on the peculiarities of the national mentality, and requires
from people a high degree of development of self-awareness, priority of public interests over personal ones, as well as readiness for certain “sacrifices” for the sake of general well-being, which is noted by I.M. Gurova (Gurova, 2017). In most Japanese organizations, material incentives are based on labor pricing of workers. Today, the so-called “synthesized wage system” is most common one where wages are formed taking into account four main factors (age, length of service, professional skills and labor productivity), and the basis for personal labor rates are age and length of service and the basis for determining labor tariff rate (“rates for qualifications”) is served by professional skill and labor productivity. Thus, the use of the labor rate is linked to the qualification and labor contribution of the worker, and as G.V. Alexandrov, which holds back automatic wage growth in connection with the indicators of “seniority” increasing the motivation to labor productivity (Alexandrov and Tseselskaya, 2017).

The American model considers the remuneration of labor as the basis of motivation system, which is based on certain social and cultural attitudes of the nation, i.e. orientation to achieve personal success and a high level of economic well-being of each person. The systems of material incentives for labor activity are represented here by various modifications of hourly wages with standardized tasks supplemented by various forms of bonuses. The advantages of the French approach are employees' awareness of economic situation of the company and a strong stimulating effect on efficiency and quality of work, which ensures self-regulation of the wage fund (if difficulties arise it is automatically reduced and the organization calmly experiences market changes).

The English system relies on two modifications of the system of remuneration for labor, depending on profit: monetary and joint-stock (intending partial payment in the form of shares), as well as the use of "fluctuating" wages, which depends entirely on profits of the organization. Such profit sharing, as noted by I.M. Gurova, positively affects both the organization itself and its employees, as it improves their attitude to work and stimulates the efficiency of labor resulting increased productivity (Gurova, 2017). As a result of their consideration it can be concluded that all of them have distinctive features, which is largely due to national characteristics. At the same time, among the various systems one can find a certain similarity of methods.

Summarizing results of literary sources analysis, it is possible to construct the following scheme reflecting the process of motivation and enterprise motivational policy (Figure 2):

In general, it can be said that personnel motivation at the present stage is one of the priority tasks within each company, which is why the company must formulate a motivational policy that meets the goals and specifics of the activity. The development and use of an effective system of personnel motivation and motivational policies including through the implementation of methods of material and non-material incentives for employees is the main condition for improving the efficiency of each enterprise increasing its competitiveness in the market.
3. Materials and methods
For studying specifics of motivation and motivational policies at modern companies a small business segment was analyzed (with a staff of 15 to 100 people, that is, not a micro business) in the Ural Federal District of the Russian Federation. 10 enterprises working in the field of wholesale trade, 10 enterprises working in the field of production and 10 enterprises working in the service sector (transport, catering, cleaning) were investigated. All the organizations studied for greater comparability of data are located on the territory of large cities of the district (Yekaterinburg, Chelyabinsk, Magnitogorsk, Kurgan, and Tyumen). All organizations are active at the time of the survey. The sample was not representative; moreover, it was difficult to find managers who agreed to answer questionnaires, since the data on motivation and the use of personnel incentive methods are not open, are not published in statistical databases, and are not provided to everyone who applies for such information. The answers were received on condition of anonymity and non-disclosure of information about the system of motivation of each particular enterprise.

The main research method was to fill out a questionnaire and answer questions from the heads of organizations. According to the results of the survey processing was carried out and summarizing the results was determined, on the basis of which it was possible to draw a conclusion. Survey items were as follows:

- What form of payment is applied in the enterprise mainly to a larger number of workers (piecework, time-based);
- Are bonuses accrued when certain indicators are met (yes or no);
- The share of the bonus in employee benefits is (it does not exist / up to 30% / 30-50% / more than 50%);
- The award is charged for the results of work (only the employee / employee and the company / only the company / no premiums);
- Does the enterprise apply fines to employees (yes or no);
- Does non-monetary remuneration (tuition, insurance, fitness, etc.) apply to a significant part of employees (yes or no);
- Does the system of non-material incentives apply and what is included in it (no / personnel reserve / honor roll / public praise and award / other).

In addition, the questionnaire contained questions about the industry sector and the number of employees of enterprises.

Considering the different industry specifics (in wholesale, the majority of workers are sales managers, in production they are workers, in services they are also mostly working personnel), data processing was carried out both in general and by industry, and the results are presented in graphs.

4. Results
A survey conducted in January 2019 (during January, 10-31) made it possible to receive completed questionnaires, process them and present the results in February 2019.

The results of answers to the first questionnaire were as follows (Figure 3).

As appears from the above schedule, all wholesale trade enterprises participating in the survey apply piece-rate wages to the majority of workers, since wages depend on the sales volume of sales managers.
For production, there is also a characteristic high proportion of piece-rate pay, since this stimulates workers to produce more jobs per shift; although there are also those productions where time-based wages are more commonly applied, taking into account the specifics of work. In the services sector, half of the surveyed enterprises use piece-rate and time-based systems, which are also explained by industry specifics. As a result, more than 76% of surveyed business entities chose piecework to motivates their employees to perform large volumes (sales, production, services), while insuring themselves against unnecessary cash expenditures during a decline in volumes. Application of awards at enterprises is presented in Figure 4:

As appears from the Figure 4, in the wholesale trade, premiums are applied only in 40% of cases for surveyed enterprises, which is explained by piece-rate payment and management’s unwillingness to make payments to additional employees, even if there are some specific results achieved. Similarly, in the sphere of production, but there the share of enterprises with premiums is somewhat higher. In the services sector, the share of enterprises with premiums is even higher, which is also explained by the sector specificity of services and by the fact that they often use time-based wages and it is difficult to motivate staff for effective work.

Premiums can be a different share in employee benefits (in his remuneration), and in many enterprises, they usually set a low enough salary for incentives so that an employee is interested in improving his performance and can significantly increase his own income. The distribution of the surveyed enterprises by the share of bonuses in employee benefits is shown in Figure 5:
As can be seen from the data presented in Figure 5, in wholesale trade, where bonuses are applied, the share in employee benefits payments is often from 30 to 50% and this characterizes the piece-bonus system in this area, bonuses are paid for achieving certain management sales figures, level of arrears, etc. In production, mainly, the share of the premium, where it is, is up to 30% and in services – 30-50% too, but in 20% of the surveyed service companies pay more than 50% of the premium in total payments to employees (where work is built on a time-based wage system and indicators are set for workers, the implementation of which guarantees one or another level of bonus). In general, the bulk of the surveyed business entities pay bonuses of up to 30 or 30-50% of total employee benefits. For which achievements are paid bonuses Figure 6 presents: Thus, in general, most of all surveyed companies accruing the premium accrue it for the personal results of each employee’s work and tasks assigned to him, to a lesser extent combine the personal achievements and achievements of the enterprise together, but he does not award principle.

![Figure 6](source)

Therefore, personal achievement is the main factor of bonuses and income of the employee as a whole. Fines are also one of the most important material incentives having a “negative” character and are used mainly for violators of the labor regime, less often for those who do not fulfill the plan, etc. The application of fines in the surveyed enterprises is presented in Figure 7:
As can be seen, fines are used to a large extent by production enterprises (half of the respondents) and services (40% of the respondents) taking into account the specifics of their work and often a large amount of violations of internal regulations by employees. As for wholesale trade this share is significantly less (30%) and in general it makes up 40% of the surveyed business entities. The use of non-monetary rewards (non-monetary material incentives) is presented in Figure 8:

As can be seen from the presented data, only slightly more than 13% of all surveyed business entities use material non-monetary incentives, and to a greater extent – in production. This is not entirely rational, since it could retain more valuable specialists providing them in addition to cash bonuses also such methods of support and rewards.

Results of the answer to question on the use of intangible incentives are presented in Figure 9.

As can be seen from the data of Figure 9, 60% of all surveyed business entities do not use intangible incentive methods in principle, that is, they do not attach any importance to this tool for personnel motivation. In particular, in the wholesale trade (only 30% of enterprises use, and this is a personnel reserve, honor roll, etc.).
In production, as can be seen, the tools of non-financial incentives are already being used to a greater extent, and this is the hall of honor (on the model of large industrial enterprises) and public praise and rewarding. In the services sector these tools are also used to a lesser extent, but the personnel reserve, the honor roll, public praise and awarding are used.

5. Discussion

According to the results of the study certain conclusions can be drawn that reflect the problems of personnel motivation among small businesses having limited resources to form effective personnel, including motivation, policies, unlike large and even medium-sized businesses that use motivation tools are often broader. Indeed, little value is given to bonuses. Bonus system is often either completely absent and staff receives piece-rate wages without bonuses, or it is chaotic and does not always reflect the actual development needs of the business.

At the present stage, the introduction of awards as a mandatory element is important because it provides opportunities for:

- setting specific goals and ways to achieve them with motivation of employees to meet goals;
- development, since the absence of a premium with a large amount of even “piece-work” does not give an incentive to develop its work, and after that – the work of the enterprise too;
- award differentiation, when certain types of bonuses can be set for solving certain tasks, and the more tasks solved, the higher the employee’s bonus amount will be.

The use of fines in the practice of Russian not only small but also large business is also not an effective enough practice. The opinion that the fine is the same incentive as the premium, but negative (there must be no violation or non-fulfillment – then there will be no penalty) cannot be called justified. A fine is perceived by an employee not as an incentive but as a punishment. Punishment in practice does not always lead to “correction” and there may be doubts about its fairness, which, as a result, can only demotivate an employee to effective work. It would be much more correct to “differentiate the premium” (Karastelev and Babenko, 2017), setting it, for example, in certain sizes or percent for:

- lack of comments on violation of labor discipline;
- lack of shortages, complaints, etc.;
- other results directly related to the production, sale, and performance of services.
In this case, the employee will receive a higher premium if he fulfills certain requirements (if not, the bonus will be lower). Fines can only be left for serious violations. In this case, the fairness of the fines system should be much higher.

The problem is the lack of attention of employers in small business (which is typical in Russia and not only for small business) to material non-monetary incentives. Indeed, the provision of housing at the expense of the employer for valuable employees from other cities (rent for housing, which, in fact, is much lower than the salaries of qualified personnel), tuition fees (which can also be fixed by an agreement between the company and the employee, under which the employee undertakes to work at the enterprise a certain period), payment for sports activities, short-term trips to vacation spots in the region or even partial payment for vouchers or air tickets purchased from a tour operator (for legal entities, as a rule, tour operators or their agents can make substantial discounts) – all these are important points that will help both build trust between the team and the management and keep the right employees in place, encourage them to continue working for the benefit of the company (Evplova, 2013).

A similar problem is a very small focus on non-financial incentives in small business and yet it is an important tool for personnel motivation. Indeed, each person has a certain place in the hierarchy of values, which A. Maslow presented in his “pyramid of needs”. Initially, only earning is important for employees, but with stable work, and, especially, with high incomes, public recognition also becomes important for him, which is why such motivation tools as honor boards, public praises, groups in social networks or websites where they are published photos of employees, data on awarding and recognition of merit – all this is important for employees who feel valuable for their own enterprise, which, in particular, is noted in the article by S. Rychkov (Rychkov, 2018). Similarly, the availability of personnel reserve and work with him. A person can claim the head of department or deputy director and his inclusion in the reserve gives him a chance and hope for the future job in the company, rather than leaving it, and he will work more efficiently and be trained to be included in the personnel reserve and go on from it to the vacancy. In addition, the personnel reserve is used to fill the resulting vacancies, primarily in senior staff. Failure to use the listed personnel motivation tools makes the motivational policy of the enterprise weaker than it could be.

6. Conclusions

Thus, personnel motivation is a socio-psychological process that contributes to the efficient work of employees. It is due to the presence of motivators (or "incentives") which can be considered primarily as material (these are monetary incentives, such as wages and bonuses, in some cases, fines, and non-monetary incentives associated with other remuneration in non-monetary form, payment of services for the employee at the expense of the employer, including insurance, communications, housing, business trips, fitness, etc.) and intangible (formed by the attitude of the management towards the employees, including a system of rewards and penalties, comfortable working conditions, involvement in process of enterprise management, etc.). Therefore, the implementation of these incentives is a process of stimulation. In the complex, the applied incentive motivators, the process of their application and the goals of application constitute the motivational policy of the enterprise, aimed at increasing labor productivity and retaining the most valuable employees at the same time. In each organization, a motivational policy is built in its own way, and it depends on the composition of personnel, region, level of salaries in the market, mentality (as a result of which in different countries common approaches to motivational policy may differ significantly).

A practical study of 30 small organizations (with a staff of 15 to 100 people) in the field of wholesale trade, services and production in the Urals Federal District (only for large cities) was conducted, resulting in the following main conclusions. In a significant number of cases, the enterprises studied use piecework for the majority of workers while bonuses are not used sufficiently, not paying attention to issues such as material non-monetary and non-financial incentives for staff, which cannot be noted as a positive result. The use of “negative” material incentives in the form of fines in many of the surveyed enterprises is also a rather dubious tool of motivation, which should be replaced to a greater degree by differential bonuses.
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